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Computing the width of a three-dimensionalpoint set: an experimental study�J�org Schwerdty Michiel Smidy Jayanth MajhizRavi JanardanxDecember 10, 1998AbstractWe describe a robust, exact, and e�cient implementation of analgorithm that computes the width of a three-dimensional point set.The algorithm is based on e�cient solutions to problems that areat the heart of computational geometry: three-dimensional convexhulls, point location in planar graphs, and computing intersectionsbetween line segments. The latter two problems have to be solved forplanar graphs and segments on the unit sphere, rather than in thetwo-dimensional plane. The implementation is based on LEDA, andthe geometric objects are represented using exact rational arithmetic.1 IntroductionIn this paper, we study a geometric problem motivated by applications in anemerging technology called Layered Manufacturing. This technology makesit possible to rapidly build physical models of computer designed three-dimensional models. A speci�c process of Layered Manufacturing which is inwide use is StereoLithography (see the book by Jacobs [7]). The input to the�This work was funded in part by a joint research grant by DAAD and by NSF.yDepartment of Computer Science, University of Magdeburg, D-39106 Magdeburg,Germany. E-mail: fschwerdt,michielg@isg.cs.uni-magdeburg.de.zMentor Graphics Corporation, 8005 S.W. Boeckman Road, Wilsonville, OR 97070,U.S.A. E-mail: jayanth majhi@mentorg.com. Research supported in part by NSF grantCCR-9712226.xDepartment of Computer Science and Engineering, University of Minnesota, Min-neapolis, MN 55455, U.S.A. E-mail: janardan@cs.umn.edu. Research supported in partby NSF grant CCR-9712226. 1



process is a surface triangulation of the CAD model in a format called STL. 1The triangulated model is sliced by horizontal planes into layers, and thenbuilt layer by layer in the positive z-direction, as follows. The StereoLithog-raphy apparatus consists of a vat of photocurable liquid resin, a platform,and a laser. Initially, the platform is below the surface of the resin at a depthequal to the layer thickness. The laser traces out the contour of the �rst sliceon the surface and then hatches the interior, which hardens to a depth equalto the layer thickness. In this way, the �rst layer is created, which rests onthe platform. Next, the platform is lowered by the layer thickness and thejust-vacated region is re-coated with resin. The next layers are then built inthe same way.It may happen that the current layer overhangs the previous one. Sincethis leads to instabilities during the process, so-called support structures aregenerated to prop up the portions of the current layer that overhang theprevious layer. These support structures are computed before the processstarts. They are also sliced into layers, and built simultaneously with theactual object. After the object has been built, the supports are removed.Finally, the object is postprocessed in order to remove residual traces of thesupports.An important issue in this process is choosing an orientation of the modelso that it can be built in the vertical direction. Equivalently, we can keepthe model �xed, and choose a direction in which the model is built layer bylayer. This direction is called the build direction. It a�ects the number oflayers, the amount of support structures used, and the parts of the objectthat are in contact with supports.In our recent papers [8, 9, 10], we have considered the problem of com-puting a build direction which optimizes design criteria (or combinations ofcriteria), including number of layers, volume of support structures, area ofcontact between supports and part, and surface �nish. We have also studied,in [17], the problem of choosing a build direction which protects prescribedfacets from being in contact with supports.In this paper, we discuss an implementation and experimental results ofan algorithm that computes all build directions that minimize the number oflayers. This problem turns out to be equivalent to computing the width of apolyhedron [1, 6], and it leads to problems that are at the heart of compu-tational geometry: three-dimensional convex hulls, point location in planargraphs, and computing intersections between line segments. The latter twoproblems, however, have to be solved for planar graphs and segments (more1Thus the input to the process is polyhedral even if the original model is composed ofarbitrary freeform surfaces. 2



precisely, great arcs) on the unit sphere rather than in the two-dimensionalplane.1.1 The width problemThroughout this paper, P denotes a polyhedron, possibly with holes, andn denotes the number of its facets. The unit sphere, i.e., the boundary ofthe three-dimensional ball centered at the origin and having radius one, isdenoted by S2. The upper hemisphere is de�ned asS2+ := S2 \ f(x; y; z) 2 R3 : z � 0g:Similarly, we de�ne the lower hemisphere asS2� := S2 \ f(x; y; z) 2 R3 : z � 0g:Finally, the equator is the intersection of S2 with the plane z = 0. We considerdirections as points|or unit vectors|on S2.Often, layer thickness in the Layered Manufacturing process is measuredin thousandths of an inch. As a result, the number of layers needed to builda model can run into the thousands if the part is oriented along its longestdimension. If the layer thickness is �xed, then the number of layers for agiven build direction d is proportional to the smallest distance between twoparallel planes that are normal to d, and which enclose P. We call thissmallest distance the width of P in direction d, and denote it by w(d). Notethat w(d) = w(�d).The widthW (P) of the polyhedron P is de�ned as the minimum distancebetween any two parallel planes that enclose P, i.e.,W (P) = minfw(d) : d 2 S2g:In this paper, we will consider the following problem: Given the three-dimensional polyhedron P, compute all build directions d for which w(d) =W (P). Houle and Toussaint [6] gave an algorithm which solves this problem.We have implemented a variant of their algorithm. Our implementation iswritten in C++ and uses LEDA [11, 13]. In particular, we use e�cient datastructures from the LEDA library, such as planar maps and dictionaries.Also, we use LEDA's oating point �lters to solve geometric predicates ex-actly. Hence, our implementation solves the problem exactly, and is robust,in the sense that it is correct even for a degenerate polyhedron (e.g., severalneighboring facets can be co-planar). As far as we know, this is the �rstexact and robust implementation of an algorithm for computing the widthof a three-dimensional polyhedron. 3



Why do we use oating point �lters to solve predicates exactly? Ourimplementation uses data structures such as balanced binary search trees,that are based on non-trivial ordering relations. The order of two objectsis determined by one or more orientation tests of the form \on which sideof a three-dimensional plane is a given point". Solving these tests exactlyguarantees that our compare functions de�ne \real" ordering relations, i.e.,they are reexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive. As a result, data structureswhose correctness heavily depends on properties of an ordering relation canuse these compare functions without having to worry about rounding errors.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe thealgorithm. Section 3 discusses the implementation, especially the primitiveoperations where two objects on the unit sphere are compared. In Section 4,we present the results of our experiments on real-world polyhedral modelsobtained from Stratasys, Inc.|a Minnesota-based world leader in LayeredManufacturing. The largest model we tested has about 200,000 facets; ourprogram computed its width within ten minutes. We also present test resultson randomly generated point sets of size up to 100,000. We conclude inSection 5 with directions for future work.2 The algorithmThe asymptotically fastest known algorithm for computing the width of athree-dimensional point set is due to Agarwal and Sharir [1]; its expectedrunning time is roughly O(n1:5). Our implementation is based on the algo-rithm of Houle and Toussaint [6], which has O(n2) running time in the worstcase. The reason we implemented the latter algorithm is that (i) it is muchsimpler, (ii) in practice, the running time is much less than quadratic, as ourexperiments show (Tables 1{4), and (iii) it �nds all directions that minimizethe width. (Finding all optimal directions has applications when computinga build direction that minimizes a multi-criteria function, see [10].)To compute the width of the polyhedron P, we do the following. First,we compute the convex hull CH (P) of (the vertices of) P. It is clear that theset of directions that minimize the width of P is equal to the set of directionsthat minimize the width of CH (P).Let V be a vertex and F a facet of CH (P). We call (V; F ) an antipodalvertex-facet pair (or VF -pair), if the two parallel planes containing V and F ,respectively, enclose CH (P). (Note that these two planes are unique.) Wesay that these parallel planes support CH (P).Similarly, two non-parallel edges e0 and e1 of CH (P) are called an antipo-dal edge-edge pair (or EE -pair), if the two (unique) parallel planes containing4



e0 and e1, respectively, enclose CH (P). Again, we say that these parallelplanes support CH (P).In [6], it is shown that any direction minimizing the width of P is perpen-dicular to the parallel planes associated with some VF - or EE -pair. There-fore, we compute all VF - and EE -pairs, and for each of them compute thedistance between the corresponding supporting parallel planes. The smallestdistance found is the width W (P) of the polyhedron P.We now describe how the VF - and EE -pairs can be computed. The dualgraph G of CH (P) is the planar graph on the unit sphere S2 that is de�ned asfollows. The vertices of G are the unit outer normals of the facets of CH (P),and two vertices are connected by an edge in G, if the corresponding facetsof CH (P) share an edge. Note that edges of this dual graph are great arcson S2. Moreover, edges (resp. faces) of G are in one-to-one correspondencewith edges (resp. vertices) of CH (P).We transform G into a planar graph G0 on S2, by cutting all edges thatcross the equator, and \adding" the equator to it. Hence, G0 contains allvertices of G, and all edges of G that do not cross the equator. Additionally,each edge e of G that crosses the equator is represented in G0 by two edgesthat are obtained by cutting e at the equator. Moreover, by following edgesof G0, we can completely walk around the equator. Note that edges of G thatare on the equator are also edges in G0. (Adding the equator is not reallynecessary|in fact, in our implementation, we do not even add it. Addingthe equator makes the description of the algorithm cleaner, because all facesof the graphs that are de�ned below are bounded by \real" edges.)Let G0u be the subgraph of G0 containing all vertices and edges that arein the upper hemisphere S2+. Let G0l be the subgraph of G0 containing allvertices and edges that are in the lower hemisphere S2�. (Hence, all edges andvertices of G0 that are on the equator belong to both G0u and G0l .) Finally,let G0l be the inverse image of G0l , i.e., the graph obtained by mapping eachvertex v in G0l to the vertex �v. Note that both graphs G0u and G0l are inthe upper hemisphere S2+.2.1 Computing VF -pairsConsider a vertex V and a facet F of CH (P) that form a VF -pair. Let fVbe the face of G that corresponds to V , and let dF be the vertex of G thatcorresponds to F .Case 1: dF is on or above the equator. Then dF is a vertex of G0u. Let f 0Vbe the face of G0l that is contained in fV . (Face fV is completely or partiallycontained in the lower hemisphere. If fV was not cut when we transformedG into G0, then f 0V = fV . Otherwise, f 0V is that part of fV that is in the5



lower hemisphere.) Let f 0V be the face of G0l that corresponds to f 0V . Sincethe unique planes that support CH (P) at V and F are parallel, vertex dFof G0u is contained in face f 0V of G0l.Case 2: dF is strictly below the equator. Then dF is a vertex of G0l , and�dF is a vertex of G0l. Let f 0V be the face of G0u that is contained in fV .Since the unique planes that support CH (P) at V and F are parallel, vertex�dF of G0l is contained in face f 0V of G0u.It follows that we can �nd all VF -pairs, by performing a point locationquery with each vertex ofG0u in the graphG0l, and performing a point locationquery with each vertex of G0l in the graph G0u. Note that in these pointlocation problems, all query points are known in advance.We consider some special cases for Case 1. First assume that dF is strictlyabove the equator, and is in the interior of an edge of G0l bounding f 0V . Letg be the other face of G0l that has this edge on its boundary. Let W be thevertex of CH (P) that corresponds to g. Then the distance between V andthe plane through F is the same as the distance between W and the planethough F . Therefore, when locating vertex dF in G0l, it does not matter ifwe get V or W as answer.Next assume that dF is on the equator, and is in the interior of an edgebounding f 0V . Since G0l is considered as a graph in the upper hemisphere, theface of G0l containing dF is uniquely de�ned.Finally, consider the case when dF coincides with a vertex dV of f 0V . Letg 6= f 0V be an arbitrary face of G0l having dV as a vertex on its boundary.Let W be the vertex of CH (P) that corresponds to g. Then the distancebetween V and the plane through F is the same as the distance between Wand the plane though F . Therefore, when locating vertex dF in G0l, it doesnot matter if we get V or W as answer.2.2 Computing EE -pairsConsider two edges e0 and e1 of CH (P) that form an EE -pair. Recall thatthese edges are not parallel. Let g0 and g1 be the edges of G that correspondto e0 and e1, respectively. Then g0 and g1 are not both on the equator, andthey can only have one point in common.Assume w.l.o.g. that g0 is (completely or partially) contained in the upperhemisphere. Then g1 is (again, completely or partially) contained in the lowerhemisphere. Let g00 be the part of g0 that is contained in S2+. Then g00 is anedge of G0u. Let g01 be the part of g1 that is contained in S2�, and let g01 beits inverse image. Then g01 is an edge of G0l. Since the unique planes thatsupport CH (P) at e0 and e1 are parallel, the edges g00 and g01 intersect.6



Again, we consider some special cases. Assume that one endpoint, sayd0, of g00 coincides with one endpoint, say d1, of g01. Note that d0 = d1is a vertex in both G0u and G0l. If it is also a vertex in G, then d0 and d1correspond to two facets F0 and F1 of CH (P). In this case, the distancebetween the planes containing F0 and F1 is equal to the distance betweenthe parallel planes through e0 and e1. Let V be any vertex of F1. Then wehave found the direction d0 already because of the VF -pair (V; F0). Hence,we do not have to worry about intersections of this type. So assume that d0is not a vertex of G. Then it is on the equator. In this case, we have to �ndthe intersection between g00 and g01.Next consider the case when one endpoint, say d0 of g00, is in the interiorof g01. Assume that d0 is a vertex of G. Let F be the facet of CH (P) thatcorresponds to d0. Also, let V be one of the endpoints of edge e1. Thenthe distance between V and the plane through F is equal to the distancebetween the parallel planes through e0 and e1. Hence, we have found thisdistance already because of the VF -pair (V; F ). So assume that d0 is not avertex of G. Then d0 is on the equator, and g01 is also on the equator. Inthis case the edge e1 is orthogonal to the plane z = 0, and we have to �ndthe intersection between g00 and g01.Hence, we can �nd all necessary EE -pairs, by computing all edge pairs(g00; g01) such that (i) g00 is an edge of G0u, (ii) g01 is an edge of G0l, and (iii) g00and g01 intersect in their interiors or the common point of g00 and g01 is on theequator.2.3 The running time of the algorithmHoule and Toussaint show in [6] that the entire algorithm can be implementedsuch that the worst-case running time is bounded by O(n2). Moreover, theyshow that the number of directions minimizing the width can be as large as�(n2).In order to get a better understanding of the performance of our imple-mentation, we express the running time as a function of (i) the number n offacets of P, (ii) the number h of facets of CH (P), and (iii) the number k ofintersections between edges of G0u and edges of G0l.We compute the convex hull of P using LEDA. According to the LEDAuser manual [13], this convex hull computation takes O(n2) time in the worstcase, but O(n logn) time for most inputs.The graphs G0u and G0l have total size O(h). For each of the vertices inone of these graphs, we have to �nd the face of the other graph that containsthe vertex. We can do this using a sweep algorithm|adapted to the unitsphere|in O(h logh) time. Hence, given the convex hull of P, the total time7



for computing all VF -pairs is bounded by O(h logh).We compute the intersections between edges of G0u with edges of G0l inO(h logh+k log h) time, using a variant of the implementation of Bartuschkaet al. [3] of the Bentley{Ottmann algorithm [4], adapted to great arcs on theunit sphere. This gives all EE -pairs.The overall worst-case running time of our algorithm is thus bounded byO(n2 + k logh) = O(n2 logn):Remark 1 We have reduced the problem of computing the width to prob-lems on the upper hemisphere. The reader may wonder why we do not usecentral projection [14] to map points and great arcs on S2 to points and linesegments in the plane, respectively. The problem with this approach is thatpoints on the equator are projected to points at in�nity. As a result, we needcompare functions that determine the order of di�erent points at in�nity.3 The implementationIn this section, we give some details about the implementation. (The com-plete program has been documented using noweb [15], and can be foundin [16].)As mentioned already, the program is written in C++ uses LEDA andits oating point �lters to solve geometric predicates exactly. The programtakes as input a set S of three-dimensional points (which are the vertices ofthe polyhedron P). The coordinates of these points are represented usingexact rational arithmetic (d3_rat_point) from LEDA.First, we use LEDA's D3_HULL, which implements an incremental spacesweep algorithm that computes the convex hull of the points of S. Given thisconvex hull, we compute an implicit representation of the graph G. Recallthat each vertex v of G is a unit outer normal vector of a hull facet, and is apoint on the unit sphere. This point can be computed from the cross productof three of the vertices of the hull facet. Instead of normalizing this point v,we represent it as a non-zero vector having the same direction as the ray fromthe origin through v. That is, this vector does not necessarily have lengthone. In this way, we avoid using expensive and inexact arithmetic operationssuch as square roots. Moreover, all our geometric primitives|which actuallyoperate on unit vectors|can be implemented using these vectors.The graph G is stored as a planar_map from LEDA. Given G, the graphsG0u and G0l can easily be computed. Again, the vertices of these two graphsare represented as vectors that do not necessarily have length one.8



As explained before, we can now compute all width-minimizing directions,by (i) locating all vertices of G0u in G0l and vice versa, and (ii) computingintersections between edges of G0u with edges of G0l.We solve both (i) and (ii) using algorithms in the style of Bentley{Ottmann. Recall that this algorithm is based on the plane sweep paradigm.Because our objects are on the unit sphere, however, we have to adapt thisalgorithm.In a plane sweep algorithm for two-dimensional objects, we solve theproblem at hand by sweeping a vertical line from left to right over the scene.Sweeping on the upper hemisphere can be thought of as follows. Let thez-axis be vertical. Moreover, let the x-axis be in the horizontal plane z = 0,going from left to right. Finally, let the y-axis be in the plane z = 0, goingfrom bottom to top. When sweeping on the upper hemisphere, we move ahalf-circle from the left part of the equator, along the upper hemisphere to theright part of the equator, while keeping the two endpoints of the half-circleon the y-axis. Since we represent points on S2 as non-zero vectors havingarbitrary lengths, we can also regard this as rotating a half-plane around they-axis. It su�ces to implement two types of compare functions.3.1 Comparing two pointsWe are given two non-zero vectors u and v, which represent points on theunit sphere, and want to decide which vector is visited �rst when rotatinga half-plane around the y-axis clockwise by 360 degrees, starting from thenegative x-axis. Assume u and v are visited simultaneously, and let H bethe corresponding half-plane. That is, H is the half-plane that contains they-axis, and the vectors u and v. Then the order of u and v is determinedby rotating a ray in H|starting at the negative y-axis|around the origin.Note that this is equivalent to rotating a half-plane that is orthogonal to Hand that contains this ray.To compute the VF - and EE -pairs, it su�ces to be able to compare twovectors that are on or above the equator. For completeness, however, wede�ne our compare function for any two non-zero vectors u and v.Note that vectors that represent the directions (0;�1; 0) and (0; 1; 0) arealways contained in the rotating half-plane. It is natural to de�ne (0;�1; 0) asthe minimum of all directions, and (0; 1; 0) as the maximum of all directions.The basic tool used when comparing two vectors is an orientation test,i.e., deciding whether a point is to the left, on, or to the right of a three-dimensional plane. The complete code for the compare function can be foundat the end of this paper.We now briey discuss this code. A non-zero vector u is given as an9



instance u of type sphere_point. This point has homogeneous coordinatesu.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), and u.W(), which are of LEDA-type integer. Thevalue of u.W() is always positive.Consider the two points u and v. First, it is tested if one of u and v isthe minimal or maximal direction. If this is not the case, then we computesweep, which is a plane of LEDA-type d3_rat_plane containing u and they-axis. The normal vector sweep.normal() of this plane is \in the sweepdirection". Assume that u.Z() is positive. Using LEDA's orientation testsweep.side_of(v), we �nd the position of v w.r.t. the plane sweep.Case 1: sweep.side_of(v) is positive. Then u comes before v in thesweep process.Case 2: sweep.side_of(v) is zero. Then v is contained in the planesweep.Assume that v.Z() is positive. We compute sp, which is a point of LEDA-type d3_rat_point having the same coordinates as u. Then, we computeNsweep, which is the plane through the origin and sp, and that is orthogonalto the plane sweep. The result of the comparison follows from the positionof v w.r.t. Nsweep.Otherwise, v.Z() is less than or equal to zero. Since v is not the minimalor maximal direction, and sweep is not the plane z = 0, point v is below theplane z = 0, i.e., v.Z() is negative. Hence, u comes before v in the sweepprocess.Case 3: sweep.side_of(v) is negative. In this case, the result of thecomparison follows from the position of v w.r.t. the plane z = 0.The cases when u.Z() is negative or zero are treated in a similar way.3.2 Comparing two edgesHere, we are given two edges s1 and s2, which represent great arcs on theupper hemisphere. Each edge is speci�ed by its two endpoints, which aregiven as instances of type sphere_point. Both these edges have at leastone point in common with the sweep half-circle, and at least one of theirendpoints is on the sweep half-circle. We want to determine the order of s1and s2 along the sweep half-circle.The implementation of this compare function is based on the correspond-ing function in [3]. It uses orientation tests, and the compare function ofSection 3.1.Our implementations of the batched point location algorithm and thespherical segment intersection algorithm use the above compare functions,10



model n h k timetod21.stl 1,128 87 20 13mj.stl 2,832 356 29 31triad1.stl 11,352 3,874 3,769 504daikin_trt321.stl 19,402 1,638 3,036 155impller.stl 30,900 414 288 42eaton sp.stl 41,318 1,065 1,207 1144501005.stl 50,626 2,306 2,063 165frame_29.stl 67,070 388 312 31sa600280.stl 74,350 3,899 2,669 375fishb.stl 213,384 5,459 5,845 566Table 1: Performance of our implementation on some polyhedral models. ndenotes the number of facets of the model; h and k denote the number ofconvex hull facets, and the number of EE -pairs, respectively; time denotesthe time in seconds.and closely follow that of Bartuschka et al. [3]. Since the latter implementa-tion works for line segments in the plane, we had to recode it.4 Experimental resultsIn this section, we report on the experiments we did on a SUN Ultra (300MHz, 512 MByte RAM).First, we tested our implementation on real-world polyhedral models ob-tained from Stratasys, Inc. Table 1 gives the test results for ten models, whichwere chosen to encompass di�erent geometries. For example, tod21.stl is abracket, consisting of a hollow quarter-cylinder, with two anges at the ends,and a through-hole drilled in one of the anges. This model has 1,128 facets.The model mj.stl is an anvil shaped like a pistol with a square barrel. Thismodel has 2,832 facets. The largest model tested is fishb.stl, which has213,384 facets. Our program computed the width of the latter model withinten minutes.As can be seen in Table 1, the actual running time of the program heavilydepends on the number, h, of facets of the convex hull. This is not surprising,because our compare functions are fairly complex. For each model that wetested, the value of h is much smaller than the number, n, of facets of themodel.Since we only have a limited number of polyhedral models, we also testedour implementation on random point sets. First, we used LEDA's point gen-11



N h k min max average variance1,000 133 67 2.1 3.0 2.5 0.8705,000 205 97 3.2 5.0 4.1 0.26610,000 239 110 4.0 5.2 4.8 0.14420,000 254 120 4.8 6.4 5.4 0.17730,000 269 119 5.0 6.9 6.0 0.30040,000 265 121 5.3 7.3 6.1 0.38450,000 269 121 6.0 7.7 6.5 0.29360,000 267 113 5.9 7.3 6.6 0.16770,000 280 123 6.4 8.8 7.2 0.62080,000 266 115 5.8 8.3 7.1 0.45990,000 268 117 6.0 8.8 7.4 0.819100,000 274 118 7.2 8.6 7.8 0.213Table 2: Performance of our implementation for points randomly chosenin a cube. For each value of N , we randomly generated ten point sets ofsize N . h and k denote the average number of convex hull facets, and theaverage number of EE -pairs, respectively. Although k could be �(h2), thistable shows that in practice, it is slightly less than h=2. min, max, average,and variance denote the minimum, maximum, and average time in seconds,respectively, and the variance.erator random_d3_rat_points_in_cube to generate points from a uniformdistribution in the cube [�1000; 1000]3. For each value of N 2 f103; : : : ; 105g,we generated ten point sets of size N . We measured the time of our programafter these points were generated. Table 2 shows the minimum, maximum,and average running time in seconds, as well as the variance. This variancewas computed using the formula [5, Section 8.2]t21 + t22 + : : :+ t2mm� 1 � (t1 + t2 + : : :+ tm)2m(m� 1) ;where ti denotes the time of the i-th run, and m denotes the total numberof generated point sets (which is ten in our case).Also in Table 2, the average values of h (the number of facets of theconvex hull), and k (the number of EE -pairs) are given. Note that for thisdistribution, the expected value of h is bounded by O(log2N), see Section4.1 in [14].Although the worst-case running time of the algorithm is �(N2 logN),our experimental results show that on random inputs, the algorithm is muchfaster. As we saw before, the actual worst-case performance is bounded by12



N h k min max average variance1,000 258 141 4.9 5.9 5.3 0.8705,000 607 325 12.2 14.7 13.4 0.69410,000 884 477 19.2 20.7 20.0 0.18820,000 1256 673 28.4 34.9 30.1 3.40730,000 1535 818 34.6 39.9 37.5 1.81540,000 1782 962 43.4 46.4 44.1 0.80850,000 1976 1053 47.1 52.5 50.2 2.49360,000 2165 1161 53.3 56.9 55.5 1.33870,000 2346 1254 59.4 64.4 61.4 2.19280,000 2528 1356 64.7 68.0 66.3 1.35290,000 2677 1440 68.3 72.7 70.3 1.773100,000 2810 1501 72.0 79.0 75.0 5.323Table 3: Performance of our implementation for points randomly chosen ina ball. For each value of N , we randomly generated ten point sets of size N .h and k denote the average number of convex hull facets, and the averagenumber of EE -pairs, respectively. In this case, the value of k is slightly largerthan h=2. min, max, average, and variance denote the minimum, maximum,and average time in seconds, respectively, and the variance.O(N2 + k log h). As we can see in Table 2, the value of h is much smallerthan N . Also, the value of k|which could be as large as �(h2)|is infact slightly less than h=2. Table 2 shows that in practice, the runningtime is not proportional to N2: otherwise, doubling N would increase therunning time by at least a factor of four. This implies that the constant factorcorresponding to the term k log h is large, and this term basically determinesthe running time in practice.Next, we generated points from a uniform distribution in the ball cen-tered at the origin and having radius 1000, using LEDA's point generatorrandom_d3_rat_points_in_ball. For each value of N 2 f103; : : : ; 105g, wegenerated ten point sets of size N , and measured the time after these pointswere generated. The results are given in Table 3. For this distribution, theexpected value of h is bounded by O(pN), see Section 4.1 in [14]. In thiscase, the value of k is slightly larger than h=2. Again, the running time inpractice is not proportional to N2, but is determined by the term k log h,which has a large constant.Finally, we generated random point sets that are close to the spherecentered at the origin and having radius 1000, using LEDA's point generatorrandom_d3_rat_points_on_sphere. For each value of N 2 f102; : : : ; 104g,13



N h k min max average variance100 196 122 5.8 6.3 6.0 0.021500 996 635 34.6 36.2 35.3 0.2931,000 1,996 1,277 73.8 80.7 76.4 4.7152,000 3,995 2,538 156.6 162.6 158.2 3.0893,000 5,992 3,809 239.7 245.2 242.5 3.5844,000 7,982 5,072 325.0 334.9 330.3 9.3435,000 9,968 6,315 409.5 424.2 416.0 20.1606,000 11,962 7,549 496.7 533.6 504.1 121.8247,000 13,933 8,788 583.4 635.0 596.6 320.5418,000 15,899 9,997 660.0 696.5 677.7 108.7409,000 17,882 11,226 740.9 822.4 768.6 443.83810,000 19,814 12,400 842.2 934.6 864.3 850.981Table 4: Performance of our implementation for points randomly chosen closeto a sphere. For each value of N , we randomly generated ten point sets ofsize N . h and k denote the average number of convex hull facets, and theaverage number of EE -pairs, respectively. In this case, the value of k is about2h=3. min, max, average, and variance denote the minimum, maximum, andaverage time in seconds, respectively, and the variance.we generated ten point sets of size N , and measured the time after thesepoints were generated. The results are given in Table 4. For this distribution,(almost) all points are on the convex hull. (Recall that h denotes the numberof convex hull facets.) In this case, the value of k is about 2h=3. By doublingthe number of points, the running time in practice increases by a factor thatis slightly larger than two.5 Concluding remarksWe have given a robust, exact and e�cient implementation of an algorithmthat solves an important problem in computational geometry. This problemhas applications to Layered Manufacturing and motion planning.Determining a good build direction in Layered Manufacturing leads toseveral other problems for objects on the unit sphere. For example, in [10],we show how spherical Voronoi diagrams can be used to compute among alldirections that minimize the width, a direction for which the so-called stair-step error is minimum. We plan to implement these Voronoi diagrams, againby implicitly representing points on S2 as vectors.14



Our implementation of the algorithm for computing the intersections be-tween the edges of G0u and those of G0l only works for edges that are greatarcs. We plan to extend this such that it can handle arbitrary arcs on S2. Forthis, we need to design a more complex function that compares two edges.(See Andrade and Stol� [2] for a �rst step in this direction.)The ideas presented in this paper can be used to solve problems involvingline segments in the plane that are possibly unbounded (e.g., point loca-tion queries in a Voronoi diagram): Using central projection, we map thesesegments to great arcs on the upper hemisphere. Then, we can apply ourtechniques for solving the problem at hand on the unit sphere.In [12], Mehlhorn et al. argue that program checking should be used whenimplementing geometric algorithms. We leave open the problem of design-ing a fast algorithm that checks whether the output of a width-minimizingalgorithm is correct.AcknowledgementsWe thank Stratasys, Inc. for allowing us to test our implementations on theirpolyhedral models.
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int compare(const sphere_point& u, const sphere_point& v){ if( u.X() == 0 && u.Z() == 0){ if( u.Y() < 0 ) // is u the minimal point?{ if( v.X() == 0 && v.Y() < 0 && v.Z() == 0 ){ return(0); // u == v}else{ return(-1); // u < v}}else{ // u.Y() > 0 u is the maximal pointif( v.X() == 0 && v.Y() > 0 && v.Z() == 0 ){ return(0); // u == v}else{ return(1); // u > v}}}if( v.X() == 0 && v.Z() == 0 ){ if( v.Y() < 0 ) // is v the minimal point?{ return(1); // u > v}else{ return(-1); // u < v}}d3_rat_plane sweep( d3_rat_point(0,1,0,1),d3_rat_point(0,-1,0,1),u.rat_point() );
16



if(u.Z() > 0){ if( sweep.side_of( v.rat_point() ) > 0 ){ return(-1); // u < v}else{ if( sweep.side_of( v.rat_point() ) == 0 ){ if( v.Z() > 0 ){ d3_rat_point sp( u.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), u.W() );d3_rat_plane Nsweep( sp + sweep.normal(),d3_rat_point(0,0,0,1),sp );return(Nsweep.side_of(v.rat_point()));}else{ return(-1); // u < v}}else // sweep.side_of(v) < 0{ if( v.Z() < 0 ){ return(-1); // u < v}else{ return(1); // u > v}}}}
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else // u.Z() <= 0{ if( u.Z() < 0 ){ if( sweep.side_of( v.rat_point() ) < 0 ){ return(1); // u > v}else{ if( sweep.side_of( v.rat_point() ) == 0 ){ if( v.Z() < 0 ){ d3_rat_point sp( u.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), u.W() );d3_rat_plane Nsweep( sp + sweep.normal(),d3_rat_point(0,0,0,1),sp );return(Nsweep.side_of(v.rat_point()));}else{ return(1); // u > v}}else // sweep.side_of(v) > 0{ if( v.Z() < 0 ){ return(-1); // u < v}else{ return(1); // u > v}}}}
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else // u.Z() == 0{ if( u.X() < 0 ){ if( v.Z() == 0 && v.X() < 0 ){ d3_rat_point sp(u.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), u.W());d3_rat_plane Nsweep( sp + sweep.normal(),d3_rat_point(0,0,0,1),sp );return(Nsweep.side_of(v.rat_point()));}else{ return(-1); // u < v}}else{ if( u.X() > 0 ){ if(v.Z() < 0){ return(-1); // u < v}else{ if( v.Z() == 0 && v.X() > 0 ){ d3_rat_point sp(u.X(), u.Y(), u.Z(), u.W());d3_rat_plane Nsweep( sp + sweep.normal(),d3_rat_point(0,0,0,1),sp );return(Nsweep.side_of(v.rat_point()));}else{ return(1); // u > v}}}}}}}
19
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